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The accident exposed in a flash - quite literally - the worst traits of ‘old Japan’, with its elitist and secretive bureaucratic culture.
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Apparent Causes:
- Insufficient Defense-in-Depth
- Lack of Systematic Knowledge Management/Transfer
- Lack of Safety Consciousness
- Regulatory and Academic Capture

Root Causes:
- Lack of Learning/Questioning Attitudes
- Poorly-Developed ‘Safety Culture’
- Complacency, ‘Mindset’
- Closed Mono-Cultured Community
  - ‘Groupthink’
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Japan: Order by the structure
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Rebuilding Trust  
〜 Transparency and Global Partnership 〜

1. Process of Governance of Nuclear Policy

- Independence
- Transparency

International  
Best Science Based

Public Engagement at Every Level

2. Partnership with the World
- International Standard of Regulation
- Partnership with World Regulatory Bodies
- Exchange, Training and Nurturing of World Professionals
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